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A COMPARISON OF SAMSON AGONISTES WITH THE CLASSICAL DRAMA 

OF GREECE, PARTICULARLY OEDIPUS TYRANNUS. 

Samson Agonistes will always be of interest to the 

student of Milton, because the poet has put into the mouth 

of the blind Samson the expression of his ovm feelings of 
" '7 frustration and bitterness. With the exception of On His 

" I' 9 

Blindness, Srunson Agonistes reveals to us more pOignantly 

than anything else the deep pathos of the loss of sight -

the tragedy of a strong and free spirit forced into absolute 

dependence. Nothing can surpass the passionate sense of loss 

in passages like the following:-

110 dark, dark, dark, amid the blaze of noon, 

Irrecoverably dark, total eclipse 

Without all hope of dayl II 

Samson Agonistes stands out as the most perfect example 

of the classical drruaa in English. In it, Milton has caught 

the spirit of the Golden Age of Greek Literature more nearly 

than any other English writer. The so-called alassical drama 

of Milton's predecessors was written in Jbmitation of Seneca 

and bears little resemblance to Attic tragedy, quite ~part 

from the general mediocrity of the work. Since Milton, other 

English poets have tried to write in the form and spirit of the 

great Greek ~ragedians, but certainly they have not equaled 

Samson Agonistes. Goethe said/ that he knew of hardly any work 
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which had been composed so entirely in the spirit of the 

ancients. It is certain .... that very few could have taken the 

strict structural form of the drama of Sophocles and used it 

conscientiously in English without the situation seeming to 
1 

have been f orced and a feeling of unnaturalness produced. 

In Milton's hands there is noooresting of the situation and . .J 

one is nowhere conscious of any strain in making the story 

fit the mould of the dramatic form. 

In making a comparison with the Sophoclean playJthe 

stude .. " who is "unable to read the original is forced to "epend 

on a translation, in which almost necessarily the diction and 

versification of the original cannot be carried out, so that/~ 

the purposes of general comparison he is fo rced to depend on 

what is known of these characteristics of Greelc tragedy • 
..".---_ ..... 

In structure, Milton has scrupulously followed his model. 

He has preserved the rules with regard to the unities of time 

and place. Without any difficulty the action has been kept 

within twenty-four hours. Indeed, in spite of the great length 

of the speeches and the mlhurried action the play seems to cover 

only a veri short time. The scene remains unchanged th~oughout -

the action all takes place in an open space before the prison 

at Gaza. Although no division has been made into acts, Milton's 

pla~ falls naturany into the regular Greek divisions. It opens 

with a prologue, followed by the Parodus, or entry of the chorus, 

Each act is brought to its conclusion and the fifth act begun bydV 

Stasimon9 The announcement of the catastroph·~ is immediately 

followed by the dirge sung by the chorus. The final chorus 

concludes the play on a note of tragic comtemplation such as 
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was used in Greek tragedy. The only point at which Milton 
.~ 

has failed to use Sophocles as his ~odel is in the metrical 
cJ 

construction of the chorus and here he follows the practi ~e 

of Euripides in making them monostrophic instead of strophic 

and antistrophic. In using this form for his choral odes he 
I 

has lost the opportunity of introducing a lyric quality, which 

would have relieved the heavi er passages and lent a variety to 

the whole play. For, while he has varied the metre in the . 

choruses, there is no distinct difference in their tone, such 

as sharply defines the choral odes of Sophocles and separates 

them from the rest of the speeches. '~~\~g that it was not 

through lack of ability to write lyric verse for there are 
? 

lyric passages of great beauty in his other works, particularly 

in Comus, one comes to the con clusion that he felt; that the 

s trophiC fo~n ~s appropriate only when it was intended to be 

sung. Since in the preface, he clearly says that Samson Agonistes 

was not intended for stage p~oductionJ he must have felt that 

he was using a more suitable form. One cannot but regret that 

he chose to make (th~-l:"')as he did. 
"--. . ..-// 

One of the distinctive features of Greek tragedy is its 

geeat ifariety of metric form. Each form has its own purpose 

in expressing shades of feeling and ~ifferences of movement. 

The predominate measure is Blan~: :Verse) or l'a ther Iambic 

Hexameter, since it has one more foot than the English form. 

One peculiar variation of it is found in parallel or 

( stichomuthic verse, which consists in the rapid interchange of 
/" 

studied dialogue , the remark followed by an answer of the 

same construction in length, sometimes one line, sometimes a 

line and a half and sometimes hald a line. For sudden changes 

PiE;: > 



.C' 1 l t' d d in dramatic episodes an'"acceleration 0.1. t 1e Ji.,y 11m is pro uce 
~ ~ 

by the use of 'trochaic verse. A special ~thm with a predominance 

of !napaestic foot is used for the entrance of the chorus and 

to indicate any sudden excitement in the course of the play. 
{ 

So it may be called the marching tytlLm. The full choral odes" 

are antiphanal - the antfstrophe reproducing exactly the f orm 

of the strophe. The great triumph of Greelc poetry was its 
" Iv 

ability to so combine these various rythms as to produce an 

effect in sound which corresponded to the movement of the play. 

Vfnen we compare the metrical forra.s of Samson Agonistes 

with the se of Sophocles we realize the difficulty of reproducing 

them in English. It could be done, but not without destroying the 

naturalness and ease of the verse, so tha~" Milton has had to 

achieve his affects without a strict copying. With the exception 

of the choruses the predominating form is blank verse, varied 

with irregularities. The most COlMnon is the frequent introduction 

of an accented syllable at the beginning of the line and the 

addition of an unaccented syllable at the end of the line. Q,uite 
.-t-.:.1 

often we f-6tmd a: .trochaic first foot and an occasional line of 

/( I twel ve syllables which seems to scan best as a trochaic hexameter. 
·1/ !i f 

;"," ,/(\./.f~;--- Occasionaly too, we find a: spondee in the second fo ot: In speeches 

of Samson where the erl1otion is very strong trimIilter and tetra.'lleter 

lines are interspersed with the pentameter lines, giving an 

impassioned feeling to the moverllent of the verse. The choruses 

present a roost difficult problem. If they are mx~t to be metrica~ 

the meter is irregular to a most llilusual extent, for the lines 

vary in length from dimeters to hexameters. It seems probable 

that they were intended to be rythmic rather tham metri"c, the 



stress falling on the word accent ~ rather than on that of the 

syllable. "What he seems to have aimed at was precisely what 

Matthew Arnold describes himself as aiming at in the choruses 

of "Merope." Finding it impossible to adapt Greek measures to 

English verse he followed /ythms, which produced on his own 
" 

feeling~ a similar impression to that produced on it by the 

~ * r;rthm of the Greek choric poet ry. 11 . 

Milton seems to have made no attempt to use the parallel 

verse form, unless the very few one line speeches and replies 
fl . 

can be counted as stichomu~c~. There is nothing that resembles 

even remotely the dialogue on this form between Oedipus and 
~(;.,.. 

T±resias. Nor does he attempt the use of a trochaic meter :..' to 

indicate a sudden change) and since his choruses are monostrophiC 

it is impossible to compare them with those of Sophocles in 
~ rythm. One thomoughly classical effect which Milton does 

~ 

achieve is broken verse, for exwnple -

II Ensnared, assaulted, overcome, le~ound, 

Thy foes' derision, captive, poor and blind" 

"Curd.osity, inquisitive, importune. 1I 

The verse throughout is lofty and majestic, although 

frequently harsh and laclcing in grace as compared with that 

of Oedipus Tyra~. us. 

In the diction~ Milt ion has kept?not only the spiri~ but 

has frequemtly taken over the idiom of the Greek, as in the 

use of the participle in line ~840 II ~~ by thee betrayed!! 

and as in line 444 IIYvhich to have come to pass. II He uses too .. 
J 
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the figures COfl1:mOn to classical literature - synecdoche, 
j-,. 

metonymy and oxymoron. The use of oxymor" was almost a 

manneri sm in Sophocles. The use of the ethical dative 

occurs frequently, in Milton and suggests his classical 

models. The language is elevated and extremely dignified 

throughout. 
'~rT 

Milton/quoting from Aristotl~ tells us that the purpose 

of tragedy is IIBy raising pity and fear or ter[!or to purge 

the mind of those and such lil<:e passions. 11 Mil ton certainly 

does raise pity to a very high pitch but he does not excite 
) 

emotions to sO great an extent. 

entire spirit of Samson is quite in keeping with the 

I~he other 

~X-- The 
,]/ ideals of 

~.!y\, 
ancient tragedy. The one colossal figure in which 

}".v-(:./,] v;' \ , all the interests cent ers controls the attention from beginning -
to end. The use of the chorus as a r EESonable, judicial, prudent 

spectator is entirely Greek in its conception. . The sense of 

destiny and inevitable oracular fulfilment, the mingling of hope 

with de spair even to the moment of the catastrophe, the horror 

ar*oused, all contribute toward the correctness of Samson as a 

Greek tragedy_ In Greece it was considered quite all right for 
I 

the writer of tragedy to introduoe comments on political and 

social questions) especially on woman, as Milton has done. 

If a comparison is made with one particular play, Oedipus 

Tyrannus, the similarities and ~ifferences ' will be very marked. 

Both dramas have one colossal figure to which all others however 

well portrayed are distinctly subordinate. In a well known' 

passage of the Poetics, Aristotle has said that the hero should 

d. be lI ~ person neither eminently virtuous or just, nor yet involved 

in misfortu~a by deliberate vice or villai~y~but by some error 
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of h~man frailty and this person should also be some one of 

high fame and flaurishingprosperity.1I How exactly this 
n c"",·f-

describes Oedipus and Samson ~~ ~oth .of high fame and both 
. ~ 

l/) u-.--.. 

have known flourishing prosperity; nei;t,her are outstanding 

examples of vixtue yet both are concerned for the rescue of 
.:J 

a people, and both fall by reason of human frail t y, in the 

case of Oedipus opposition to oracles, pride and haughtiness 

in that of 2amson, thmough inability to retain the secret 

entrusted to hiW. Yet as individuals they are entirely 

different. Wnile neither seeks to evade destiny) in'Samso~' 
tlu- L~ 

there is no alternation of hotJe and despair in h±s mind. The 

only hope ~that visits hi~ is that he may accomplish something 

to honor his God before the welcome release oLdeath. Vie have 

the feeling that Samson's fate is of his own maKing and while 
) 

we may feel that the catastrophe of Oedipus is brought about~ 

partly by his pride and his r ,esistance of the oracles, yet 

Oedipus seems entirely the plaything of fate. In no adequate 

sense is he deserving of the fate brought on him. From the 

beginning of the play both of them are entirely resolute, and 

not to be turned aside from the accomplishments of fate '----____ ~._. ___ ., __ ~ _ .. __ .• -. .. ___ .-.-.. _ .... _'_0-_ J by 

any means. Both are honest and make no effort to conceal the 

facts that tell against them. The other persons in both paays 

are well drawn and fully characterised; 

In the action of the plays, we are faced with the out

standing difference between them - a difference of dramatic 
.. , 

method and effect. In Sruason Agonistes, it seems as though 

the chief interest is that of character. In Oedipus the plot 

"Yh interest is all predominent. In Oedipus the action rises with 
/' . , I 

f --
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~JY I 'fJ .J... heighthening of interest as the II Nnot is tied tl - the cri sis 

hurries one on breathlessly to the catastrophe. In Milton's 

play persons enter, conversations take place, but there can 

scarcely be said to be any rising action progressing regularly 
tt.. . 

through entanglements to a crisis, a.s Jesul t of which the 

tragedy occurs. There is none of the suspense which Oedipus 

arouses. Nor is there that accumulating hor~or and sense of 

pollution whi ch makes the Greek play so terrible. Perhaps 

\.r-(·-:"''f!v/: (tbis -). s almost inherent· in Mil ton 18 subj ect. When the 1 ife 
; '----_/ 

(v0 of Samson is considered/the real tragedy takes place in his l . 
betrayal of his secret and the real catastrophe consists in 

his blinding, so that we are not overcome by a sense of horror 

at the end, but we feel that Samson has fuIfilled himself, that 

he is glorious in his death and we rejoice that it has been 

granted him to die so worthily. 11 The feeling I mean is the _ .. .. 

impression that the heroic being, though in one sense and 

outwardly he has failed, is yet in another sense superior to 

the world in which he appears; is in some way which we do not 

seek to define, untouched by the doom that overtakes him; and 
k 

is rather set free from life than deprived of it. " There is 

no such feeling inspired by Oedipus Ty~nus. The tragedy takes 

place within the play, and leaves an atmosphere of horror, terror, 

and unrelieved darkness. 

When we compare the methods used we are again conscious 

of the great difference. I~~edipus destiny rules and is accomplish~ 

even through opposition to its oracles. The sense of overpowering 

destiny ruling the actions of men is not so strong in Samson. 

S~nson attributes all his woes and the frustration of the prophecy 

to his own deeds, maintaining indeed the validity of the 

~ '3",.,,-,] - "JJ.k'!",,-VV"- :!. '(f' '7 "rr 3'J....y. 
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prophecies which had been given him: 

"Yet stay: let me not rashly call in doubt 

Divine prediction: what if all foretold 

Had been fulfilled but through mine own default? 

Whom have I to complain of but myself?U 

Thus while there is as strong an upholding of the infallibility 

of the Divine oracles, there is ~a sense of the moral freedom 

of action accorded to man, which is absent from Greek tragedy. 

As has been said7 in discussing the action of the play, 

while the blindness of Srunson does arouse horror and pity, 

there is no sense of overpowering terror comparable to that 

inspired by Oedipus. Nor is the uSe1TragiC Irony as predominant 

in samson0~e it is used with strong effect~ in some places, 

notabl~ the conversation of Manoa with the chorus" after Sa.'11son 

has gone and just preceeding the catastroph~, but it does not 

pervade the whole play, as it does in Oedipus where from the 

firsJ\i it de~pens the sense of approaching tragedy. 1 
In Sophocles 

work, there is a naturalness and arresting reality in the dialogue 

which Milton has not achieved. In Samson/ one long declamatory 

speech follows another. One feels that not. even the great figures 
L\ ~;\ -').1< "t. ,' t'-

of a heroic age always spolce in long measured, sonorous, rhetorical: 

" speeches. This is one reasonl.why there is so little excitement 
11 

felt. In the few instances where there is an 
r

speeches , the play gains much in interest~r6r 

following -

0/'" alteration of short 
f. 

example take the 

"Dalila-:':', In argument with men a woman ever 

Goes by the worse, whatevex be hex cause. 

Samson. Fox want of words, no doubt, or lack of bxeath; 
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Wi tness when I ViaS worried with thy peals. II . 

This is how one might suppose Samson and Delila would tall( 

together, but , immediatelYd"~) is followed by an interchange v-...,rv"y' . .( />j./, 
of long speeches. In the epfusode in which Harapha ap~oears, 

while for the most part the speeches are l ong, still they 

are relieved by several short taunting speeches) and toward 

the end, when both the champions are aroused the dialogue 
I 

is much more natural and the speeches shorter. Milton might 

well have studied the dialogue of Shakespeare and through it 

have come nearer to his classical models. 

It is said that the ph~lospp~y of Samson Agonistes 

is Sophochlean. While in a very broad sense this is true, 
//,"-" 

yet ~ ~~~~~~, theology of Samson is not that of 
( 

Oedipus Tyrannus. Perhaps i t :. is scarcely fair to compare .... 

the two in this respect, since the Oedipus Colonnus is un- { 

doubtedly the necessary completion of the ear11er play •. ) 

While it is possible to conceive of Oedipus as suffering 

for the crime of Jocasta and Laius, in,:::'disbelieving the 

oracle and in the intended murder of a son, and while his 

o~m hau§htiness and seeking to escape the proPheciesj( may 

have deserved punishment , still in no real sens~/\ can it be 

said that for his s~fferings he has to thank himself as can 

be said quite truthfully of Samsom. Rather"Oedipus appears 

the sport of a cruel fata. Throughout both plays there is a 

feeling of the misery of man, but in Samson it is combined 

wi th a firm belief c.: in the ulltimate goodness of the purpose 

of God. Both plays seek to inculcate belief in the infa]ibility 

of the decrees of a higher power,but in Oedipus it is the 
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unfailing v~rity of the oracles and carries with it no thought 

of an eternal kindness of Providence. Vfuile Sophocles had some 

conception of a sup~eme God) it is a God who does not interfer t 

in the lives of men ,which are controlled by the fates and the 
J 

desires of lesser gods. There is no concewtion of a personal 

t{.A'~ h interes or contact wit man. 
A 

0Av' 

There is essential optimism in 
f\ 

the philosphy of Milton which no vicissitudles of life could 
I 

• 
change and which appears throughout Samson Agonistes. 

" ~ 

entirely lacking in Oedipus Tyrannus. It stands out most 
WtVJ~ c 

clearly in the difference of the concluding speec~70f the 

chorus'. Oedipus ends with the gloomy reflect ion -

"Therefore, e man, beware) and look toward the end of 

things that be, 

The last of sights, the last of days; and no man's life 

account as gain; 

Ere the full tale be finished and the darkness find him 

wi thout pain. II 

.' Samson Agonistes'l closes with the thought-

~t 
"All is best, though oft we ~, 

Wnat the unsearcha~le dispose 

Of highest Wisdom brings about, 

And ever best found in the close." 

In the diction and metrical forms , Milton has produced an 

effect very similar to that of the Greek drama. In the failure 

of the dialogue to appear at all natural, we see the reflection 

of }.1:il ton's genius. He was' essEntially an epic poet. HiS "Voice 

.-is like the sea, majestic, free." - \\nconfinable it is also 
I 

( .~""--'----. i k(.~_".t-~-._ 
i 
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~lexible and the verse of Samson Agonistes reminds us again 
~, ~ 

and againvthat of Paradise Lost. It is high and lofty, but it 
1'0 

is epic rather than dramatic. In his philosophy, he has trans

cended Sophocles, gone far beyond him, because of his greater 

knowledge of God. He has been mo~ successful in reproducing 

the construction and spirit of the Greek drama. After a detailed 

comparison, we feel more than ever, that "Samson Agoniste;, ~~1 
~1 the drruaatic defects inherent in a play written only for 

sp~ 

reading and in Milt on'sAstyle , has a right to be called the finest 

classical drama in English and Shou~_~orZ_ .:_:~e~! __ ~~o~vn. 

{ I ~'\ ' \~~"fl·it 
'J\\ --Jv \"-
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